Vision & Values Co-design
Process
Melbourne Water 2021 Price Submission

15 March 2019

Melbourne Water is owned by the Victorian Government. We manage Melbourne’s water
supply catchments, remove and treat most of Melbourne’s sewage, and manage rivers and
creeks and major drainage systems throughout the Port Phillip and Westernport region.
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Executive summary
On Saturday 2 March 2019, 31 community members from across Greater Melbourne
took part in a co-design workshop to create a vision and a set of values to guide
Melbourne Water’s upcoming 2021 Price Submission.
The community panel was tasked with deliberating on the following remit:
What vision and values should guide Melbourne Water’s investment across all our
services?
The workshop used a deliberative engagement approach – a first for Melbourne Water’s Price
Submission process – which allowed the panel to consider multiple perspectives and issues
before forming a viewpoint. This involved:
•! gathering and discussing information
•! exploring and prioritising values
•! drafting and gaining consensus on vision statements.
At the workshop’s conclusion the panel had shortlisted three vision statements, of which the
most popular was:
In 2026, Melbourne Water will be an environmental leader, delivering reliable and
sustainable water management solutions benefiting on all Melburnians through its efficient,
forward-thinking and innovative mindset.
The panel also identified six priority values to guide the Price Submission:

Environment &
sustainability

Reliability

Forwardthinking

For everyone

Innovation

Efficiency

An additional six values were identified to support Melbourne Water’s decision-making:
•! honesty and integrity
•! value for money
•! education
•! quality
•! transparency
•! system-wide collaboration.
Panel members were invited to provide reflections on the day’s achievements, using words like
collaborative, impressive, proud and cooperative to describe their experience.
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Introduction
Max Hardy Consulting was engaged by Melbourne Water to run a co-design workshop with a
representative panel of 31 community members from across Greater Melbourne. Held on 2
March 2019 at Melbourne’s Donkey Wheel House, the panel’s task was to deliberate, develop
and reach consensus on a community-led vision and set of values to guide the development of
Melbourne Water’s 2021 Price Submission.
This was the first time Melbourne Water used a deliberative engagement approach to develop
their Price Submission, reflecting a commitment to best-practice engagement and effective
decision-making with the community. This approach was chosen due to the Price Submission’s
importance to the lives of Melburnians – being the process through which service standards
and prices are set – and the complexity of challenges and opportunities facing the business.
These include population growth, a changing climate and increasing customer expectations.
The community-led vision and values will:
•! define the direction of Melbourne Water’s Price Submission,
•! align internal decision-making, and
•! guide engagement, to ensure Melbourne Water remains focussed on delivering services at a
level and price valued by the community.
This report outlines the engagement process and the panel’s outputs from the workshop. It
reflects the opinions of this panel, although not necessarily the opinions of any individual.

Remit
The remit provided to the panel at the beginning of the co-design workshop:
What vision and values should guide Melbourne Water’s investment across all our services?
Image 1: Participants heard from a number of Melbourne Water experts during the co-design workshop.
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Panel recruitment
Deliberatively Engaging was engaged to recruit the 31 members of the community panel and
ensure a representative cross-section of demographics across Melbourne Water’s area of
operation.
Table 1: Community panel stratification outcomes

Panel demographics

Number (total: 31 people)

Age groups

18-24

1

25-34

8

35-44

4

45-54

6

5-64

6

65+

6

Female

15

Male

16

Owners

22

Tenants

9

Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
(ATSI)

1

Culturally and linguistically diverse
(CALD)

7

Person with a disability

6

Gender
Housing tenure
Other

Workshop methodology
The co-design workshop applied a deliberative
engagement approach to ensure an informed and
inspired community panel. Through a logical sequence of
learning and discussion, panel members drew on a
variety of information to develop a considered view after
carefully exploring the different perspectives and issues
at hand.
Each participant received a comprehensive workbook of
background information to prepare them for the day.
Melbourne Water subject matter experts delivered
detailed presentations and answered questions using the
carousel method, and Yarra Valley Water’s General
Manager of Strategy and Community provided insights
from the perspective of retail water companies
(Melbourne Water’s direct customers).

Illustration 1: Co-design workshop
methodology

Information
Information gathering
and deliberation
Values
Exploration
and
prioritisation
Vision
Drafted
vision
statements

Deliberative techniques such as ‘Poll Everywhere’ voting technology were used to ensure a fun
and interactive approach, as well as a fair and equitable way of voting and gaining consensus
on preferred vision statements and values.

Agenda
The following table provides an overview of the agenda of the day. This included information
gathering, exploring and prioritising values as a group, and drafting and gaining consensus on
a vision statement. A full running sheet can be seen in Appendix 1.
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Table 2: Agenda of the co-design workshop
Item

1.

Description
Welcomes and
introductions

Arrival and register
Hello and welcome from Max Hardy (facilitator)
Acknowledgement of Country
Welcome from the Chief Finance Officer

2.

Scene setting and
overviews

Overview of the 2021 Price Submission
Icebreaker activity
Overview of Melbourne Water’s role and service delivery

Morning tea

3.

The remit

Remit shown

4.

Values exploration

Examples of values shared

5.

Presentations and
Q&As from Melbourne
Water experts

Carousel activity

“What vision and values should guide Melbourne Water’s investment
across all our services?”

Table conversations about values that could apply to Melbourne Water

4 x Melbourne Water subject expert presentations and Q&As at different
tables:

•
•
•
•

water services
sewerage services
waterways and drainage
pricing and cost impacts

Reflections and observations

6.

Values prioritisation

Identifying priority values and fleshing out the first four values
Poll Everywhere used to prioritise from a long list
Participants to select top three
Values are fleshed out at four different tables

Lunch

7.

Presentation and Q&A
water retailer
representative

Presentation and Q&A with water retailer company representative (David
Snadden, General Manager Strategy and Community at Yarra Valley
Water)

8.

Value statements and
rationale posted

Reporting back on values rationale
Using Poll Everywhere to vote on level of support

Afternoon tea

9.

Crafting vision
statements

Vision statements drafted in small groups, drawing on the values
identified and ranked, and posted
Feedback provided by the group and finessing
An attempt to develop an agreed vision statement

10. Feedback and final

Workshop closed

reflections
Close
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Values
Values exploration
The panel were shown a variety of different values, then explored and discussed ones that
resonated with them. The complete list can be found in Appendix 2.
Chart 1: Top three values – voting results from Poll Everywhere

Values rationale
Panel members were asked to rank their top six values in order of importance. Once a
consensus was reached, they moved to a table corresponding with the value that most
resonated with them. Conversations at the tables covered the complex challenges and
opportunities that the group viewed as important for Melbourne Water to consider, including:
•! future proofing the city (continuing to be the most liveable city)
•! the prioritisation of our environment
•! political decision-making (upcoming federal election)
•! the importance of clean water
•! equality across the population
•! cost of supply
•! ethics
•! conservation.
Participants were then tasked with completing templates that outlined the groups’ rationale for
the values chosen.
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Chart 2: Top six values in order of importance (after discussing the values templates)

Image 2: Community panel members present templates outlining their rationale for their chosen value.
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VALUE 1

Environment and sustainability
Why do you think •! Live in an environment
this value is
•! Want to be efficient and sustain value into the future
important?
•! Currently pre-dependent of the environment. Not separate from it –
all part of it
•! Not just about people – animals, plants bees the whole ecosystem
What would this
value mean to
you?

•! Decisions we make today should take a long-range view
•! Future generational – into the future. Human beings could be the
cause of our extermination
•! Priorities of the environment should be first! Financial/social
economic
•! Needs to redraft in-balance from the past, and prioritise environment
now and into the future!
•! Organise waste – always a problem – when out of balance it creates
a problem. Pushed out by technology. How we deal with waste
consumption choices.

What would this
value mean for
the Melbourne
population?

•! Next federal election will be critical – what if climate deniers are
elected? Management of water beyond means of individuals e.g. grey
water – everywhere. Should the city become unprepared for effects.
More people exposed to the effects of climate change e.g. more fires,
mess quality water more cost of clean water peri-urban.

If this value was
ignored what
could this mean
for Melbourne?

•! Lack of awareness if there is no widespread education to people
•! War increases lack of access to water will lead to fracturing
community
•! No longer the most liveable city
•! Melbourne could stagnate as it’s not supportive of people’s wellbeing
•! Irreparable damage to ecosystems throwing out overall wellbeing of
this place
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VALUE 2

Reliability

Why do you
think this value
is important?

•! We expect water on tap. On demand.

What would this
value mean to
you?

•! Future. Health/hygiene. Time constraints. Clean water taken for
granted

•! No alternative or backup

•! Things get fixed quickly
•! Animals. Not needing to plan water availability
•! Options
•! Consistent pricing

What would this
value mean for
the Melbourne
population?

•! Way of life

If this value was
ignored what
could this mean
for Melbourne?

•! Health affected

•! Business efficiency
•! Economy
•! Cost of supply
•! Outward migration
•! Riots?
•! Economic decline
•! Food supply
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VALUE 3

Forward thinking

Why do you think
this value is
important?

•! Keep in mind population growth and its effects – resource
management – to transcend political issues – a removal of ego or
personal interests (immediate ones) to prevent environmental
damage – consideration for the economy – concern for actual facts
rather than lofty ideas

What would this
value mean to
you?

•! Equality and impact on flora and fauna. Species preservation to
maintain the quality we experience now
•! To address the issue of finiteness
•! To allow problem-solving that’s creative and responsive to future
events
•! To step away from political ideology
•! It relates to all other proposed values. To create a service that looks
through a prism of the future. To avoid pressure on the future

What would this
value mean for
the Melbourne
population?

•! Potential disadvantage for low SES in the short term – forward
thinking could actually create more equality for future generations –
potential to save money – cleaner and greener cities, creates a
positive feedback loop, more chance for smart forward-thinking in
the future

If this value was
ignored what
could this mean
for Melbourne?

•! More costly. Loss of reputation as a smart water city. Environmental
damage (irreparable) onus on future growth
•! Loss of quality

VALUE 4

For everyone

Why do you think •! Basic human right
this value is
•! Equity
important?
•! Part of what makes a society
•! Resource that belongs to us all
What would this
value mean to
you?

•! We want Melbourne Water to recognize the importance of providing
access to an essential service / resource!

What would this
value mean for
the Melbourne
population?

•! Sharing. Equality. Recognition of ethical responsibility. Actively
working to ensure water security for our society

If this value was
ignored what
could this mean
for Melbourne?

•! Worsening inequality

•! Acknowledgement of individual circumstance and need with support
as needed
•! Diminishes liveability
•! Damages us as a community
•! Solidifies an underclass. New growth areas are disadvantaged
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VALUE 5

Innovation

Why do you think
this value is
important?

•! To better utilise what we have and to future proof ourselves in the
face of climate change and population growth. Build on continuous
improvements

What would this
value mean to
you?

•! Peace of mind
•! Ensured water supply for all
•! Responsible custodians of our resources
•! Affordability ensured into the future

What would this
value mean for
the Melbourne
population?

As above

If this value was
ignored what
could this mean
for Melbourne?

•! Prices
•! Water supply and quality
•! Stress around water use and community disruption

VALUE 6

Efficiency

Why do you think
this value is
important?

•! Conserve resource

What would this
value mean to
you?

•! Transparency

•! Better bang for your buck
•! Maximise improvements and opportunities
•! Lower bills and consumer costs
•! Freeing up resources for capital and network improvements and
innovations

What would this
value mean for
the Melbourne
population?

•! Intergenerational responsibility. Future investment and long-term
outcomes

If this value was
ignored what
could this mean
for Melbourne?

•! Increased costs. Greater waste. Corruption
•! Unreliable supply in service
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Vision statements
The following vision statements were drafted by the community panel and voted on in terms of
popularity:
1.

In 2026, Melbourne Water will be an environmental leader, delivering reliable and
sustainable water management solutions benefiting all Melburnians through its efficient,
forward-thinking and innovative mindset.

2.

In 2026, Melbourne Water is maintaining its commitment to deliver clean, beautiful water
to all of Melbourne, our dedication to nurturing our environment, guaranteeing reliability…

3.

Melbourne Water understands its responsibility to deliver a reliable service and supply to
everyone.
In 2026, Melbourne Water is ensuring the environment is central to all that it does.
A sustainable and innovative approach to delivering a reliable, efficient and secure
outcome for everyone.
Melbourne Water is for us and you.

4.

In 2026, Melbourne Water strives to provide water to all Melburnians guided by the
essential values of sustainability, reliability and equality.
Melbourne Water takes an innovative and forward-thinking approach in making
environmentally-sustainable investment decisions.

5.

In 2026, Melbourne Water is prioritising investment in projects that will benefit current
and future generations in an environmentally reasonable way to ensure clean and reliable
water supply for all Melburnians.
Melbourne Water is for life.

6.

In 2026, Melbourne Water is proud of the reliability and efficiency of their services,
operates in a sustainable and innovative way considering the current and future needs of
all Melbourne citizens.

7.

In 2026, Melbourne Water will be an accountable, innovative provider of quality products
and services for its customers whilst caring for the environment in a sustainable way.

8.

Melbourne Water puts a fresh clean glass on every table
In 2026, maximum cost effective sustainability by the most efficient methods with minimal
impact on the environment as a whole

Participants were required to vote for their top two vision statements drafted earlier. The
following chart illustrates participants voting results for their top two vision statements,
drafted earlier.
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Chart 3: Participants to vote for their top two vision statements, drafted earlier.
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Reflections and conclusion
The community panel reflected on their achievements at the end of the workshop, with the
following chart describing how they felt.
Chart 4: Word cloud describing feelings towards the day’s achievements.
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Key outputs
The following summarises four key outputs from the community panel co-design workshop.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Top three vision statements drafted for the Price Submission:
a.

In 2026, Melbourne Water will be an environmental leader, delivering reliable and
sustainable water management solutions benefiting all Melburnians through its
efficient, forward-thinking and innovative mindset. (Voted by 27% of the panel).

b.

In 2026, Melbourne Water is maintaining its commitment to deliver clean, beautiful
water to all of Melbourne, our dedication to nurturing our environment, guaranteeing
reliability… (Voted on by 24% of the panel)

c.

In 2026, Melbourne Water is ensuring the environment is central to all that it does.
A sustainable and innovative approach to service delivery provides reliable, efficient
and secure outcomes for everyone and everything. (Voted by 20% of the panel)

Top six values as voted by the panel (in priority order):
a.

Environment and sustainability

b.

Reliability

c.

Forward-thinking

d.

For everyone

e.

Innovation

f.

Efficiency

The bottom six of the most popular values as voted by the panel (in priority order):
a.

Honesty and integrity

b.

Value for money

c.

Education

d.

Quality

e.

Transparency

f.

System-wide collaboration

Words used describe how the panel members felt about the day during the conclusion of
the workshop include:
– Collaborative
– Impressive
– Watery
– Proud
– Cooperative
– Faith-in-process

The outcomes of the workshop will be reviewed by Melbourne Water to determine how best to
proceed.
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Evaluation
Community Panel members were invited to give feedback on their engagement for the Vision
and Values Workshop, with 29 participants completing the survey provided. This evaluation
was conducted as part of Melbourne Water’s Next Generation Engagement Model, which seeks
to embed best-practice engagement in Melbourne Water’s business-as-usual approach.
Participant feedback was generally very positive, with overall satisfaction with engagement
receiving a score of 4.7 out of 5. Project communications scored 4.6, with positive feedback on
the content and manner in which this was presented to the group. Trust and confidence also
scored 4.5 out of a possible 5.
Several participants commented on the time allocation for activities – specifically the desire for
more time to draft vision statements – and noted the need for facilitators to better manage
and ensure equal participation of all attendees: “It is understood 'big personalities' are hard to
encourage to stand back; however, moderators should ensure the same person should not
always interject.”
The majority of participants applauded Melbourne Water’s efforts to engage the community in
the 2021 Price Submission and greatly appreciated the opportunity to contribute. Comments
included feeling “welcomed and listened to”, “involved in the process”, and “everyone [being]
treated respectfully”.
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Appendix 1: Workshop run sheet
Timing

Item

Approach

Who/resources

9.30

Arrive and register

Registration sheet, name tags, smiling
welcomes and tea/coffee

Luke to interview
Max

Slides to be loaded onto Max’s
computer for the day

Liz at rego desk
Registration form and
tags
Andrea welcoming
everyone

10.00

Hello and welcome
– Max Hardy

Overview of the day and expectations

Max Hardy facilitator
and MC

10.10

Acknowledgement
of Country

Simple reading

Anthony
O’Shannessy

10.15

Welcome MW

Chief Finance Officer

Michael
Wandmaker
Anthony
O’Shannessy

10:25

Overview of the
Price Submission

The Price Submission Process and
what it means for MW and the
community

Anthony
O’Shannessy

10.35

Introductions

Turn room into a map of Melbourne –
panel members move to where they
live

Max Hardy

10:45

Setting the Scene

Colin to provide an overview of
Melbourne Water, our role and who we
deliver our services with, Q&A

Colin Neathercoat,

11.00

Morning Tea

11.20

Remit and initial
exploration of
values

Remit shown
Examples of values shared

Max Hardy
Slides from Max

Table conversations about values that
could apply to Melbourne Water
A chance to suggest some that might
be missing

11.35

5 mins introducing
speakers and their
value topics
4 x 15 minute
presentations

Carousel activity

Max Hardy

Presenters spend 15 minutes with
each of the four tables. Present for 5
mins and then spend ten minutes of
Q&A
•

Water Services – Peter Gall,
Manager Water & Strategic Asset
Management.
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Timing

Item

Approach
•

•

•

Who/resources

Sewerage Services – Jenelle
Waston, Manager Treatment and
Resources
Waterways & Drainage – Robert
Considine, Manager Water Services
Planning
Pricing & Cost Impacts– Simon
Marchington, Manager Pricing &
Regulation

12:15

Plenary, reflections
and observations

Catch up with table hosts, call out to
Simon as cost and pricing focus for
today

Max Hardy

12.25

Identifying the
priority values

Participants asked if they want to add
Max Hardy
any values to the list they put together
earlier. We ask if any are so similar
they should be grouped.
Use Poll Ev to identify highest
priorities from a long list. Participants
select their top 3.
A value topic is allocated to each of
the four tables.

12.35

Fleshing out the
first 4 values

Panel members move to the one they
are most interested in. They work
together to describe the value in more
detail and context to the remit,
working on the A2 worksheets.

Max Hardy

25 mins.
Then they can post up for people to
look at over lunch.
1:00

Lunch: Opportunity to provide some feedback on values to improve them

1.30

Check in for how
we are tracking

Outline afternoon sessions, check in
with how we are all feeling

Max Hardy

1.35

Presentation and
Q&A with retail
water company
representative

David Snadden, General Manager,
Strategy & Community at Yarra Valley
Water

Max Hardy

David will cover how the wholesale
and retail water sectors work
together; the impacts of the Price
Submission
Short presentation and time to ask
questions

1.55

Groups report back
and post their
recommended

After quick report – opportunity for
whole group to rank level of support
using Poll Everywhere

Max Hardy
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Timing

Item

Approach

Who/resources

values statements
and rationale

Feedback collected

2:10

Describing values
and reasons that it
matters

A value allocated to each of the tables. Max Hardy
Panel members move to the one they
are most interested in. They work
together to describe the value

2.45

Groups report back
and post their
recommended
values statements
and rationale

After quick report – opportunity for
whole group to rank level of support
using Poll Everywhere

Max Hardy

Feedback collected

3.00

Afternoon tea: Chance to provide suggestions and feedback on sticky notes

3.15

Ranking the
priority values

Poll everywhere to rank the values

Max Hardy

3.30

Describing the
vision statement

In small groups vision statements are
drafted, drawing on the values
identified and ranked, and posted

Max Hardy

Editorial group formed to craft vision
statement, starting with “In 2026
Melbourne Water is…”
Others work to further refine
explanations/rationale of values based
on feedback
Invitation to move to one or the other
groups
4.15

Feedback and
finessing

An attempt to develop an agreed draft
vision statement

Max Hardy

4.30

Final reflections,
close and thanks

Max to close the session, give
instructions for evaluation

Max Hardy
Simon Marchington

Simon Marchington, Manager of
Pricing & Regulation, to thank
everyone for their time and talk about
next steps for what we will do with the
vision and values.
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Appendix 2: Output and themes from values exercise
Themes in bold. Individual contributions dot pointed in italics
Forward thinking/future focused

•

Is the price able to ensure MW can meet their
mandate?

Future focused/efficiency/enviro
consciousness/equitable

Efficiency

•

Effectiveness/efficiency/forward thinking

•

Efficiency (6)

•

Enviro foresight/future
oriented/quality/equality

•

Responsibility/efficiency

•

Long-term planning/prudent targets

•

Future-minded re: population numbers

•

Future focus stewardship

•

Forward thinking/long-term view

•

Stewardship future focus

•

Innovation

Reliability

•

Reliability (2)

•

Provision of core deliverables

•

Dependability

•

Reliability/integrity/innovation

•

Reliable (2)

•

Accountability/reliability/innovation

•

Reliability/sustainability/accountability/innova
tion/efficiency

•

System-wide collaboration

•

Simply the best

•

Innovation (3)

•

Fairness

•

Innovation, grow better

•

Sustainable

•

Enviro innovation

•

Efficiency

Honesty and integrity

Quality

•

Responsibility/integrity/enviro

•

Maintain top spot for H2O quality

•

Sustainability

•

Spirit of adventure/efficiency/quality

•

Integrity

•

Water quality

•

Honesty (2)

•

Equity, quality, reliability

•

Transparency/accountability/care for
environment

•

Consistency

•

Quality of system

•

Visible

•

Value for money

•

Influential

•

Accountable

•

Non-partisan

Transparency

•

Transparency (3)

Environmental sustainability

•

Environmentalism

•

Stop logging in catchment

•

Care for water sources – protecting the
environment

•

Environmental sustainability

•

Environmentally friendly

•

Sustainable. Adaptive, creative

•

Sustainability, efficiency, consistency

Education

•

Teach people how to use H2O better

•

Education/environmentalism/creativity

For everyone

•

Equitable

•

Inclusiveness

•

Inclusive

•

Empathy

•

Fairness and equity

•

Affordability

Value

•

Value for money

•

Is this needed? Is the cost representing
community values?

System-wide collaboration
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